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Abstract. The article is about professional lingual didactics value in foreign language teaching theory. The authors
mark the main directions of professional Lingual didactics that are scientific proving of legal pointing out of
professional Lingual didactics as a foreign language learning methodological base for professional purposes in a Higher
technical school.
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Lingual didactics takes a very important part in the Language theory. In contrast to didactics, studying educational
and learning general, lingual didactics substantiates the regularities connected with language nature, methods and means
of teaching depending on didactic purposes and contents, tasks and character of learning language material, learning
stage, students intellectual and language development. It accumulates all theoretical findings of related sciences (Lingual
didactics, psychology, methodology, etc.), processes them from educational position and builds the model, basing on
language “image”.
Lingual didactics’ subject can include everything: everyday life, politics, culture, professional activity, different
kinds of interpersonal and international relations, living and inanimate nature development peculiarities and so on.
Besides, direct subject of English language teaching is scientific knowledge of language system as phonetic, grammar,
and lexical aspects’ combination and all kind of language activity skills.
Lingual didactics’ content cannot be built in language subject logical intrinsic peculiarities because it consists in
purely linguistic (language and speech) and nonlinguistic aspects integration that is expressed in new language code
overlaying into subject field.
Professional Lingual didactics is relatively new field of knowledge, appeared in the l Lingual didactics’ frames. It is
interdisciplinary scientific area connected with professional oriented English learning process organization. Professional
orientation is the approach determining the English language content material in Higher schools which have to fulfill the
modern educational requirements. In this context, Lingual didactics is a methodological aspect of English language
learning theory. It must develop “method’ methodology” of this discipline peculiarity, include found out linguistic
regularities from pedagogical point of view and introduce them in the learning activity.
The main rules of national professional Lingual didactics were developed by outstanding Russian scientists (Erchak
N. T., Zimnaya A. A.). This field’ scientists apply understanding and philological description of such phenomenon as
“language” determining its pedagogical potential.
The major position, being taken into account, consists of language understanding as regularized sign system
(graphic, sound), that serve for object naming and thoughts expressing with interpersonal and international
communication.
Kolshanskii V. G. gave the following definition: “language is objective world’ secondary existence” localized in
consciousness and verbally presented. It serves as people socializing means, its introduction to national and world
culture.
Language cognitive aspect, its ability to reflex the whole world makes it to be the instrument of a person
development and perception. Professional Lingual didactics gives Higher school students the opportunity to master the
speech activity in integration of context learning with language subject learning process. There is the overlaying of
language subject context and special disciplines in the process [4].
In this case, the students’ foreign language activity is a mean of modeling social and professional tasks language
expression. So, the integration of professional, subject and linguistic components forms the required social and
professional foreign language communicative competence which is the main aim of higher school education. So,
professional vocabulary understanding and using in speech is one of the main students’ language competence. Foreign

language speech component is being integrated into the structure of future specialists’ professional training on the
situational context foundation because it is necessary to solve the communicative problems in any language activity.
Lingual didactics and professional Lingual didactics ratio is the ratio of the whole and its part. If lingual didactics is
considered as a whole theory of language learning then professional Lingual didactics formulates the foreign language
learning main regularities using originally empirical and then scientifically proved data [5].
In conclusion it may be stated that professional Lingual didactics is being developed as Lingual didactics field
having it own aims and content. The main directions of professional Lingual didactics are scientific proving of legal
pointing out of professional Lingual didactics as a foreign language learning methodological base for professional
purposes; lingual didactics integrative nature description, its categorical and terminological vocabulary developing;
purposes and the whole professional oriented foreign language learning methodical infrastructure determination on the
foundation of new methodological approaches; selection and developing of language materials to be helpful in mastering
language competence in all kinds of language activity; lingual professional environment creation for foreign language
mastering; development of foreign language professional communicative competence model formation that is a
professional oriented key concept.
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